ABSTRACT A one-dimensional model of presynaptic calcium diffusion away from the membrane, with cytoplasmic binding, extrusion by a surface pump, and influx during action potentials, can account for the rapid decay of phasic transmitter release and the slower decay of synaptic facilitation following one spike, as well as the very slow decline in total free calcium observed experimentally. However, simulations using this model, and alternative versions in which calcium uptake into organelles and saturable binding are included, fail to preserve phasic transmitter release to spikes in a long tetanus. A three-dimensional diffusion model was developed, in which calcium enters through discrete membrane channels and acts to release transmitter within 50 nm of entry points. Analytic solutions of the equations of this model, in which calcium channels were distributed in active zone patches based on ultrastructural observations, were successful in predicting synaptic facilitation, phasic release to tetanic spikes, and the accumulation of total free calcium. The effects of varying calcium buffering, pump rate, and channel number and distribution were explored. Versions appropriate to squid giant synapses and frog neuromuscular junctions were simulated. Limitations of key assumptions, particularly rapid nonsaturable binding, are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The brief duration of transmitter release and the longer facilitation of release by subsequent action potentials have been attributed to the diffusion of calcium away from the presynaptic plasma membrane after influx during a spike (Zucker, 1982; Zucker and Stockbridge, 1983; Stockbridge and Moore, 1984; Zucker, 1985a) . Such a calcium diffusion model has been extended to account for both synaptic facilitation and the accumulation of total presynaptic calcium as measured spectrophotometrically during and after a tetanus (Zucker, 1984 (Zucker, , 1985b . However, this model incorrectly predicts a great prolongation of phasic transmitter release evoked by late spikes in a tetanus due to the accumulation of a residual "active," or submembrane, calcium that reaches too high a level compared to the peak active calcium in a single spike.
In this model, calcium enters uniformly through the surface membrane and diffuses radially in one dimension. This formulation fails to recognize that calcium actually enters through discrete channels, leading to pronounced nonuniformities in the submembrane calcium concentration at the end of a spike (Simon et al., 1984; Chad and Eckert, 1984) . Diffusion away from channel mouths is slowed to -0.01 /um2/ms by the rapid binding of >95% of calcium in cytoplasm . This allows calcium to diffuse only -50 nm in the 200 ,us between the peak of calcium influx in a spike and the beginning of transmitter release (Llinas, 1977) . Release mouths before diffusional equilibration can occur at the surface. The peak active calcium concentration must therefore be substantially higher than indicated by the one-dimensional diffusion model. A more realistic model might predict a more rapid decay of active calcium and phasic release, even in late spikes in a tetanus, while leaving the time courses of residual calcium, facilitation, and total presynaptic calcium unaffected. To test these ideas, we have developed a three-dimensional calcium diffusion model, in which calcium enters through discrete channels and diffuses internally in three dimensions from channel mouths to nearby release sites.
METHODS

One-Dimensional Model
To simulate presynaptic calcium movements at squid giant synapses, we solved the diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates. It was assumed that calcium enters uniformly through the whole surface membrane of the terminal and diffuses only in a radial direction (i.e., longitudinal and circumferential gradients were assumed to be negligible). Diffusion was slowed from its value in aqueous solution (D -0.6 um2/ms) by rapid binding to uniformly distributed fixed binding sites, with a ratio of bound to free calcium (fl) of 40 . A boundary condition at the surface included terms for the influx of calcium during action potentials and at rest, and its removal by a first-order pump. The pump rate (P) was set to 0.08 ,m/ms to remove calcium from cytoplasm at a rate similar to that observed experimentally at squid giant synapses (Charlton et al., 1982) . Resting calcium influx was set to 40 fM/cm2-s, resulting in a resting free calcium level of 20 nM (DiPolo et al., 1976) . Calcium influx during action potentials was represented by a 1-ms square pulse of 1 nM/cm2-s, corresponding to an inward calcium current of -210 nA for 1 ms in a terminal 700 ,m long and 50 ,m in diameter (Llinas et al., 1982) . Stockbridge and Moore (1984) have shown that this approximation to the time course of calcium current yields results similar to those obtained using a more accurate representation of the calcium current.
The diffusion equation was evaluated numerically by finite-difference methods. A submembrane shell thickness of 100 nm was used, which gave results within 10% of those obtained using 10-nm shells. Details of this model have been published previously (Zucker and Stockbridge, 1983) . The previous publication contained an error in Eq. 4: the terms for pumping (P) and influx (Ji.) must be divided by (1 + ,B) to account for the effect of cytoplasmic calcium binding on extrusion and the fraction of entering calcium that remains free. In the earlier paper, implicit or backwards difference methods (Moore et al., 1975) were used to solve the finite difference equations with relatively large time and distance steps. In the present simulation, the finite difference equations were solved explicitly, to more easily accommodate nonlinear (saturating) binding and pumping.
Three-Dimensional Model
In this model, calcium enters the presynaptic terminal through an array of discrete channels. As in the one-dimensional model, calcium is rapidly bound to immobile, nonsaturable cytoplasmic sites and calcium is extruded at the terminal's surface. We represented the terminal as a cylinder with rectangular cross-section, with the channels grouped in thousands of discrete active zone patches on the terminal's synaptic face ( Fig. 1 A and B) . We considered the movement of calcium in a rod-like element extending through the terminal and with one end containing a patch of channels (Fig. 1 C) 
R(x, z, t) = k c(x, yo, z, t)n
Here, D, P, and 11 represent the same parameters as in the onedimensional model. The function g(t) describes the time course of calcium influx through the channels and is usually taken to be a train of square pulses. The functionf(x, z) describes the distribution of channels on the synaptic face, y -yo, of the element. Since the channels are much smaller than the patch,f (x, z) is effectively a sum of delta-like functions centered on the channels. The factor 1/(1 + ,1) appears in Eq. 1 because only the free calcium can diffuse. Eqs. 2 and 3 reflect the balance of calcium fluxes at the surface membrane, and Eqs. 4 and 5 express the absence of diffusion across the sides of the element. The function R in Eq. 7 is the rate of transmitter release, and therefore the amplitude of the postsynaptic response; we assume it is proportional to a prescribed power of the submembrane free calcium concentration at selected points near the calcium channels (active calcium). Eqs. 1 to 6 may be solved for c(x, y, z, t) by separation of variables and superposition, using Duhamel's Principle to go from the solution for a time-independent calcium influx, g(t) -1, to that for the time-dependent case (Berg and McGregor, 1966 
and f(x, z) = 7 a,,k cos
The series S2(x, y, t, r) converges very slowly, especially for small (t -r), because the function f(x, z), whose Fourier coefficients (a,,*) appear in this series, is very localized. This series may be resummed using the Poisson Summation Formula (Courant and Hilbert, 1953) to obtain a much more rapidly converging series suitable for numerical calculations. The result of this resummation is the solution
where S3(X, Z t-r) = fdx' ,/ dz'f(x', z') e-(Z_Z)2+(X-X')21/4(t-v) 47ra(t -r)
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and or D/(l + s) is the effective diffusion coefficient. It is the possibility of carrying out this resummation for both the x and z series that led us to use a rectangular cross-section for our domain. In the analogue of Eq. 8 for a circular cylinder, the r and 0 series do not decouple, so only the z series may be resummed. In using Eq. 14, we explicitly assume that the channels are points, so that f(x, z) is a sum of delta functions. Thus, S3(x, z, t, r) becomes a sum, over the channels (xj, zj) in our patch, of the expression within the large square brackets in Eq. 15 (x', z') is replaced by (x,, Zj) . For numerical calculation using the formula, the time integral is evaluated using Gaussian Quadrature (Atkinson, 1978) , and each series is truncated at a term beyond which preliminary calculations indicated that the remainder would be much smaller than the numerical integration error.
In both one-and three-dimensional models, facilitation (F) of a response (R2) is measured as its fractional increase compared with an unfacilitated response (RI), F -R2/RI -1.
RESULTS
One-dimensional Model
Tetanic Facilitation. Fig. 2 A shows predictions of facilitation of synaptic responses to successive spikes in a train of 100 action potentials at 20 Hz. In performing these simulations, transmitter release was assumed to depend instantaneously on the square of the free submembrane calcium concentration (Charlton et al., 1982; Zucker, 1982; Zucker and Stockbridge, 1983) . The decay of facilitation that would be seen by responses to single test action potentials at various intervals after the tetanus is also shown as the falling phase of the upper curve in Fig. 2 A. This may be compared to the decay of facilitation following a single action potential, also shown in Fig. 2 A. The decay of facilitation following the tetanus and a single impulse are shown on a faster time scale in Fig. 2 B.
Several properties of facilitation are evident from this simulation: (a) Facilitation declines with fast and slow components. When plotted on a 50-ms time scale, the decay of facilitation following a spike (Fig. 2 , curve 5) can be described roughly as the sum of two exponentially decaying components, one with a time constant of -5 ms and a magnitude of about 0.8 (Fig. 2, line 7 ), the second with a time constant of -100 ms and magnitude of about 0.25 (Fig. 2, line 6 ). These are similar to the experimentally measured properties of facilitation at squid giant synapses (Charlton and Bittner, 1978 (Kusano and Landau, 1975) , but they are similar to the properties of tetanic facilitation reported at neuromuscular junctions (Mallart and Martin, 1967; Magleby, 1973; Magleby and Zengel, 1976; Magleby and Zengel, 1982) . Thus the one-dimensional calcium diffusion model is reasonably successful in predicting the characteristics of tetanic facilitation and its posttetanic decay.
Presynaptic Average Free Calcium. The predicted rise of the total number of free calcium ions inside the terminal during a tetanus, and its subsequent decline, are plotted in Fig. 2 C. This may be compared to the change in average free cytoplasmic calcium measured spectrophotometrically with arsenazo III (Charlton et al., 1982 10% of its peak in 4 ms. As expected, this is somewhat faster than the postsynaptic current declines (Charlton et al., 1982) , a result of the kinetics of closing of the postsynaptic channels. However, the tetanic simulation predicts that even 100 ms after the last spike, transmitter release is occurring at nearly the same level as at the peak for the first spike. This is because residual calcium after a tetanus decays very slowly because of the reduced spatial calcium gradient after prolonged calcium influx, and so residual calcium remains a large fraction of the peak calcium reached in a single spike. Residual calcium is 1.35 ,gM at 100 ms after the last spike, 0.76 ,M at 1 s, and 0.41
,uM at 5 s after the end of the tetanus. This aspect of the model is independent of the relation assumed between transmitter release and active calcium. It predicts a continual release of transmitter for -50 ms after the tetanus at a higher level than that at the peak of the first spike. Such behavior has never been observed at any chemical synapse, and is the crucial point of failure of the one-dimensional model.
Calcium Uptake. Various alternative formulations of the one-dimensional model have been devised and used to simulate tetanic facilitation, time course of transmitter release, and total free presynaptic calcium. For example, calcium could be removed not at the surface, but everywhere throughout cytoplasm by a first-order uptake mechanism, such as is reported for mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum. Mitochondria take up calcium too slowly to account for the observed decline of presynaptic calcium , but uptake into endoplasmic reticulum occurs with a time constant of seconds (Blaustein et al., 1978) , similar to that observed at squid synapses. Such an uptake system accounts as well as does a surface pump for the tetanic arsenazo measurements. With internal uptake, unlike surface extrusion, presynaptic calcium declines at the same rate following one spike or a tetanus. As mentioned above, the experimental data are insufficient to distinguish these alternatives. Tetanic facilitation and the transmitter release following one or tetanic spikes behave similarly for both forms of calcium removal: facilitation is still well described, while posttetanic transmitter release persists too long. Saturable Buffers. A second variant of the onedimensional model that we considered was to allow the cytoplasmic buffer to saturate. Versions with 500 ,M of a low laffinity buffer (KD = 20,MM, cf. Alema et al., 1973) , or with 40 ,M of a high affinity buffer (KD = 100 nM, see Baker and Schlaepfer, 1978) , or with both buffers present simultaneously, have been simulated. In these simulations, the diffusion equation and corresponding difference equations were modified as described by Barish and Thompson (1983) . We found that neither type of saturable buffer substantially affected the time course of tetanic facilitation. The peak submembrane calcium concentrations reached in action potentials were much higher when saturable buffers were present, especially in the case of a high-affinity, low-capacity buffer, and the phasic decay of submembrane calcium occurred about twice as fast. Residual calcium, on the other hand, was little affected. Facilitation, which depends on the ratio of residual to peak calcium, was therefore reduced.
The most interesting result of the simulations using saturable buffers appeared in the total calcium predictions. A high-affinity, low-capacity buffer caused the total calcium signal to display a sharp drop to 50% in 2 ms, and a further rapid decline to 25% in 20 ms, due to the diffusion of unbound calcium past saturated submembrane buffer to unsaturated buffer where it was bound (see Connor and Nikolakopoulou, 1982) . The kinetics of arsenazo's response to calcium might be too slow (see Discussion) to detect the initial 2-ms spike in the total calcium signal, but it should report most of the subsequent large drop in free calcium in the next 20 ms. Since no such decline in the arsenazo signal is seen (Charlton et al., 1982) , the existence of a high-affinity, low-capacity buffer may be questioned. gives other reasons to doubt the presence of such a highly saturable buffer.
Three-dimensional Model
The chief failure of all versions of the one-dimensional model is that residual active calcium after a tetanus remains higher than the peak active calcium reached in the first spike for almost 100 ms after the end of the tetanus. We expected that near points of calcium entry through discrete channels, where transmitter release must occur (see Introduction), the peak calcium reached after each action potential must be much higher than predicted by a model of calcium entering uniformly across the surface. To test this idea, we developed the three-dimensional model of calcium entering through discrete channels. We assume that the channels open nearly simultaneously during the rising phase of the action potential, and remain open for exactly 1 ms before closing, and do not reopen in an action potential. Since the average channel lifetime is 1 Ims, similar to the duration of total calcium current (Llina's et al., 1982; Lux and Brown, 1984) , these seem reasonable approximations.
Disposition of Calcium Channels. We must decide where to put the calcium channels and transmitter release sites in our model. Pumplin et al. (1981) found that contact between presynaptic and postsynaptic cells at the squid giant synapse occurs at active zones, which are roughly circular patches 0.65 ,um2 in area. The total area of synaptic contact ranged from 3,700 to 13,000 ,gm2. Each of the approximately 10,000 active zones contained about 1,000 randomly scattered intramembranous particles, which are thought to correspond to calcium channels. The likely number of calcium channels to open in an action potential is far fewer than the total of I07 particles, however. The calcium current in an action potential is -240 nA for 1 ms (Llinas et al., 1982) . If the single channel current during the action potential (at -0 mV) is -0.4 pA (Lux and Brown, 1984) , then only 600,000 calcium channels, or 6% of the number of particles thought to represent calcium channels, open in a spike. Fig. 1 A-C show how this distribution of calcium channels in active zones was represented in most of our simulations. Active zones consisted of square patches, 0.8 ,um on a side, and containing 64 channels each in a square array, with 108 nm between calcium channels opened during an action potential. The 9,464 active zones were arranged in a square pattern of 26 by 364 zones over the face of the presynaptic terminal (50 ,um x 700 ,um) in contact with the postsynaptic axon. Each active zone was in the center of a square region of membrane 1.93 ,um on a side, which was one face of an element of the terminal in which the diffusion equation was solved. The element was a rectilinear rod, 1.93 ,tm on a side and 50 ,um long, extending through the cytoplasm to the opposite surface of the terminal. Calcium entered through the 64 open channels as point sources in the synaptic face, and was removed from the front and back surface of each element. By symmetry, there would be no net diffusion of calcium across the sides of the elements to neighboring identical elements. If it is also assumed that there is no diffusion or removal of calcium across the sides of the elements on the edge of the terminal, i.e., across the sides and ends of the terminal, then all elements will behave identically. Otherwise, edge zones would behave somewhat differently. Since only 8% of the active zones are on the edge, they will contribute little to synaptic transmission.
Location of Active Calcium Eliciting Release. Synaptic vesicles are also clustered at active zones (Pumplin and Reese, 1978) . As explained in the Introduction, the short synaptic delay suggests that transmitter release occurs within -50 nm of open calcium channels. We imagine that transmitter release occurs at specific vesicle attachment sites, which, like calcium channels, are integral membrane proteins. These proteins, -5 nm in radius, must be separated by at least 10 nm. If vesicle fusion and exocytosis are to occur without displacing calcium channels, then vesicles with a 30 nm radius would have to fuse at least 35 nm from a calcium channel. We therefore imagine that the relevant active calcium concentration that acts to release transmitter is the submembrane free calcium concentration -50 nm from calcium channel mouths opened during action potentials. This is similar to the spacing between sites of vesicle fusion and intramembranous particles thought to represent calcium channels at frog neuromuscular junctions (Heuser et al., 1979) .
Prediction ofActive Calcium in a Tetanus. Fig.  3 A shows the submembrane calcium at the center of an active zone, equidistant from the four centermost open calcium channels. After one spike, active calcium drops from a peak of 30 ,M to 22 zM in 10 ms. Fig. 3 B shows the peak active calcium concentration at the end of each spike and the calcium concentration just before each spike in a 5-s tetanus of 100 action potentials at 20 Hz. The posttetanic decay of residual active calcium is also shown. The values of pump rate (P), binding ratio (,B), and total calcium influx in an action potential are the same as in the one-dimensional simulation. It is evident that the residual calcium after a tetanus, or before the last spike in a tetanus, is now much less than the peak calcium in the first spike. The reason is that the peak active calcium after one spike is nearly 20 times as big as that predicted if calcium enters uniformly across the entire presynaptic membrane. Active calcium drops very rapidly after each spike, diffusing in three dimensions away from channel mouths, until submembrane equilibrium is established. Then residual calcium drops much as it did in the one-dimensional model, due to radial diffusion into the interior of the terminal. It is now a much smaller fraction of peak active calcium in a spike than it was in the one-dimensional simulation.
Choice of Calcium Power Governing Release. To convert active calcium to transmitter release or predict synaptic facilitation, we need the relation between calcium and release. It is clear that with residual calcium now a smaller fraction of peak calcium in a spike, there will be less facilitation than in the one-dimensional simulation, or than is observed experimentally. To compensate for this reduction in relative residual calcium, a higher stoichiometry is needed for the reaction of calcium with release sites to release transmitter. Our simulations with the onedimensional model assumed a stoichiometry of 2, based on measurements of the relationship between transmitter release and calcium current in voltage-clamp experiments (Charlton et al., 1982) . More recent measures suggest powers of 3 or more (Smith et al., 1985) . The dependence of transmitter release on external calcium also shows a power law dependence with exponents of from 2 to greater than 4 in different specimens (Katz and Miledi, 1970; Lester, 1970) . Parnas et al. (1982) and Barton et al. (1983) have shown that this measurement is likely to underestimate the true stoichiometry of the reaction. Preliminary calculations (Zucker and Fogelson, 1986) indicate that the release vs. calcium-current relation also underestimates the calcium-release stoichiometry. We have chosen a value of n = 5 in our simulations with the three-dimensional model, which produces a facilitation similar to that observed experimentally.
Simulated Facilitation, Time Course of Release, and Total Calcium. Fig. 3 C and D show the tetanic growth, posttetanic decay, and postspike decay of facilitation on two time scales. Facilitation behaves very much as in the one-dimensional simulation (Fig. 2 A and B) and as reported experimentally (Charlton and Bittner, 1978) . The (Barrett and Stevens, 1972) , and postsynaptic current at squid giant synapses is slower than the predicted release function (Charlton et al., 1982) .
We have predicted the arsenazo signal, indicating total free calcium, by calculating the total calcium influx minus total calcium efflux across the surface at each time, then integrating this net flux over time to get the total calcium in the cell, and dividing by the binding ratio and the volume to get the average free calcium concentration. The threedimensional model (Fig. 3 F) dimensional model (Fig. 2 C) , and the simulations resemble experimental results (Charlton et al., 1982) . Submembrane Calcium at Different Locations. Fig. 3 deals with the submembrane calcium at the center of an active zone, 76 nm from each of four open calcium channels. We have also looked at the submembrane calcium at various distances from a channel located near the center of an active zone. Between 4 and 76 nm from such a calcium channel, the form and magnitude of the calcium transient are similar (differing by <3%) for both single spikes and a tetanus. This is because, by the end of a 1 ms influx, calcium has already diffused away from channel mouths, and the submembrane calcium is nearly uniform in the center of an active zone.
We have also computed the submembrane calcium near channels at various positions in an active zone. For release sites within three rows of the center of an active zone (eight-by-eight rows of channels), the peak calcium reached in both the first and last spike in a tetanus, and the rate of decay of residual calcium, are all within 5% of the values at the center of the active zone. Thus, 50% of the activated channels evoke release in a way nearly identical to those at the center (Fig. 3) . Outside of this region, calcium concentrations are sufficiently lower that they are not well represented by Fig. 3 A and B . Between the outer two rows of channels, the peak calcium concentration for either the first or the last spike in a tetanus reaches 75-90% of the value for the center of the patch (less near a corner than at the middle of a row). It follows from the nonlinear dependence of release on active calcium that these and more peripheral release sites (beyond the outer row of channels) contribute little to synaptic transmission.
Effect of Channel Clustering. Why are calcium channels and transmitter release sites clustered into active zone patches? Would transmission be the same if the release machinery were distributed uniformly over the presynaptic surface that is in contact with the postsynaptic membrane? We approached these questions by considering the synapse's behavior for each of three configurations of synaptic machinery: In the first, 600,000 calcium channels are distributed uniformly in the synaptic face of the presynaptic terminal. The diffusion element of the terminal is now a slab, with nonsynaptic and synaptic faces of 50 gm x 242 nm and a length of 50 ,m, containing 206 channels in a single row (Fig. 1 D) . In the second configuration, the 600,000 channels are concentrated into a strip running longitudinally along the middle of the synaptic face and having an area of 7,000 ,m2, the same as the total area of active zones used in Fig. 3 . This time, the diffusion element is a slab with dimensions of 50 Am x 108 nm on the synaptic face and a length of 50 ,m, which contains a central 10 Mm long row of 92 channels (Fig. 1 E) . The third configuration has the channels clustered in active zones as described above (Fig. 1 B) .
In Fig. 4 the behavior of these three distributions of synaptic machinery is compared. Each row illustrates active calcium and synaptic facilitation during a tetanus, and time course of release for the first and last spikes in the tetanus. In Fig. 4 A, the solid lines show simulations in which channels are dispersed uniformly throughout the synaptic face 242 nm apart in a square array. We illustrate simulations at 50 nm from a channel mouth. Similar results were obtained between 5 and 50 nm from the nearest channel, so that the precise location of vesicle fusion within the characteristic diffusion distance from channel mouths is not critical. The dashed lines show simulations at a point midway between (54 nm from each of) two channels in a row for the case of channels concentrated in a single synaptic strip with the same density as in active zones. Again, very similar results were observed at the edge of an element, 76 nm from each of four channels, or as close as 5 nm to a channel mouth. Similar results were also obtained near all but the outer two channels in the 92 lines of channels in the synaptic strip. Finally, the solid lines in Fig. 4 B illustrate simulations 76 nm from each of four channels when channels are clustered in active zones. As mentioned previously, similar results were obtained at points between 4 and 76 nm from channels not at the edge of an active zone. Thus the results are truly representative of the behavior of submembrane calcium at likely points of vesicle fusion near the majority of calcium channels for all three channel arrays. In all these simulations, f8 = 40 and P = 0.02,um/ms.
Several differences are evident among the three arrays: Peak active calcium in a spike rises from 8 MM for channels distributed uniformly in the synaptic face to just over 30 ,MM for channels concentrated in a single strip or in dispersed active zones. Active calcium decays fastest from uniformly distributed and widely dispersed channels. Evidently, concentrating channels increases the peak active calcium and slows the initial rapid decay as a result of the increased overlap of calcium diffusing from neighboring channels. With uniformly dispersed channels, a point which is 50 nm from one channel can be no nearer than 92 nm to a second channel, and the next nearest channels would be 247 nm away. Here, active calcium and transmitter release are dominated by one calcium channel. When channels are concentrated into a strip or active zones, it is impossible for a point to be >76 nm from a channel, and then the point is equidistant from four. This leads to higher peaks and slower decays.
Active calcium accumulates with several time constants during a tetanus and decays afterwards with similar time constants. This leads to similar multicomponent facilitations for all channel arrays. Concentrating the channels into a strip speeds the time constants and reduces the magnitude of facilitation. This is because, at late times, the strip acts on a larger scale like a line source from which calcium diffuses in two dimensions, while the widely dispersed channels act as a plane source from which diffusion is one-dimensional. The most interesting result, however, is that whether channels are uniformly dispersed or concentrated in a strip, posttetanic active calcium drops much too slowly to be consistent with the decay of transmitter release. This is the point of failure of the onedimensional model. However, when channels are located in separated active zones, active calcium does dissipate rapidly enough after a tetanus. This is because each active zone acts at late times like a discrete disk source, from which calcium diffuses in three dimensions after each spike even on the larger scale. Hence, transmitter release decays almost as rapidly after the last spike in the tetanus as after the first spike, and tetanic facilitation is reduced to levels more consistent with experimental observation.
Effects of Buffer Ratio and Pump
Rate. Another way to reduce residual calcium to levels consistent with a rapid decay of posttetanic transmitter release is to increase the pump rate (P). A 10-fold enhancement of pump rate (to 0.2 ,um/ms) in the widely dispersed channel array leads to fast components of facilitation and time course of transmitter release (dashed lines in Fig. 4 B) similar to those for the active zone configuration of clustered channels. This increase in pump rate had little effect on the decay of active calcium following a single spike, but the slowest phase of facilitation (augmentation) was faster and less prominent.
We have also explored the effect of varying the ratio of bound to free calcium (f3). Fig. 5 presents simulations using the active zone configuration of calcium channels, but with ,8 set to 160 (solid lines) or 10 (dashed lines). In all cases, active calcium is measured midway between the central four channels in an active zone, and P = 0.02 ,um/ms. Several effects are evident: Decreasing the proportion of calcium that is bound increases the peak active calcium. The increase is less than proportional to the change in $, because reducing ,B not only increases the proportion of entering calcium that remains free, but also speeds diffusion of calcium away from channel mouths, speeding the decay of transmitter release (if calcium activity is rate limiting). With ,B as high as 160, diffusion is sufficiently slowed that the peak in active calcium 76 FIGURE 5 Effect of cytoplasmic calcium binding ratio on synaptic transmission. Active calcium in a tetanus, tetanic facilitation, and phasic release to first and last spikes are shown on left, middle, and right as in Fig. 4 . The ratio of bound to free calcium is 160 (solid lines) or 10 (dashed lines). Calcium channels were clustered in active zones. channels occurs a full millisecond after the end of the calcium influx. Thus, unlike changes in pump rate, changes in : have a large effect on the rapid early decay of active calcium following a spike. The effect of reducing on the slow component of calcium accumulation in a tetanus, and its posttetanic decay, is more complex. Reducing a is equivalent to increasing the pump rate in so far as extrusion is concerned. This is because the pump must compete with the calcium buffer for free calcium. Reducing A thus speeds removal of residual calcium, like increasing P, and results in less slow facilitation or augmentation. However, reducing A is less effective than increasing P, because reducing also speeds diffusion. Calcium then moves more rapidly away from the surface to where it is less subject to pumping action.
Simulations of Frog Motor Neuron Terminals.
Since it is not possible to observe synaptic facilitation without depression at the squid giant synapse in response to long tetani, we have adapted the three-dimensional diffusion model to frog neuromuscular junctions, where facilitation has been more thoroughly characterized. For this purpose, we chose as an element for calcium diffusion one active zone, 1 ,um wide, in a long motor neuron terminal with a square cross section of 1.5 ,um on a side (Fig. 1 Fand G). Each active zone contains four rows of intramembranous particles thought to represent calcium channels (Heuser et al., 1979) . These run perpendicular to the axis of the terminal in the synaptic face, and are located 25 and 35 nm, respectively, on either side of the centerline of the active zone. Synaptic vesicles release their contents -50 nm lateral to each outer row of particles, so we concentrate on submembrane calcium at this distance from an outer row.
Since there are no measures of calcium binding, extrusion, uptake, or influx at motor nerve terminals, the choice of values for these parameters is somewhat arbitrary. We used values of (100) In Fig. 6 A and B, we present simulations of active calcium after an action potential and during and after a tetanus. In this case there were three channels in the inner rows, and two in the outer rows, staggered and spaced 600 nm apart in each row (Fig. 1 G) . Using a fourth-power relation between active calcium and transmitter release (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967) , we predict the time course of transmitter release for the first and last spikes in the tetanus (Fig. 6 C) , tetanic facilitation and its subsequent decay (Fig. 6 D) , and the early postspike and posttetanic decay of facilitation. (Fig. 6 E) .
Several results are remarkable: Active calcium rises to a peak of 7.8 AM in one spike, and 11.6 ,uM at the end of a 20-Hz, 5-s tetanus. Transmitter release evoked by the last spike drops to 25% of its peak at the end of the first spike in 1 Ims, so phasic release is preserved with only modest prolongation in a tetanus. Facilitation decays after a spike (Fig. 6, curve 4 ) and a tetanus (Fig. 6 , curve 1) with fast ( Fig. 6, lines 4 and 7) and slow (Fig. 6, lines 3 and 6) components of 10 and 266 ms, with magnitudes of 0.55 and 0.8 measured 3 ms after one spike. These facilitation properties are similar to those observed at frog neuromuscular junctions (Mallart and Martin, 1967; Magleby, 1973) , except that measured facilitation decays initially somewhat more slowly than the simulations suggest (time constant of -35-50 ms). As in the squid simulations, there is an early, brief, and intense phase of facilitation (not shown as a peeled component) corresponding to experimental observation (Katz and Miledi, 1968) . During and after a tetanus, a very slow component of facilitation appears (Fig. 6, (Magleby and Zengel, 1976 Increasing the number of open channels to between 5 and 20 in each row (20 and 80 per active zone) causes the active zone to behave more like a line source at late times. Augmentation and the slow components of facilitation then decay more rapidly. Due to the significant overlap of diffusion from adjacent channels, early release time course after a tetanus is slowed, dropping to only half the peak of the first spike in 2 ms. 3 and P can be adjusted to compensate for any one of these difficulties in simulations with higher channel densities, but only at the expense of worsening other aspects of the fit to observation. Thus, simulations with 10 open channels per active zone more closely resemble experimental data.
DISCUSSION
Accomplishments of the Simulations Our study is hardly the first to treat transmitter release and synaptic facilitation as consequences of phasic and residual calcium. The experimental evidence that phasic release depends on calcium influx (Katz, 1969) and that facilitation and augmentation depend on calcium accumulation (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Rahamimoff et al., 1980; Charlton et al., 1982) is already quite strong. The interpretation of this evidence is not altered by the present simulations. Others have also argued that phasic release is kinetically driven by changes in active calcium (e.g., Llinas et al., 1981) and that facilitation and augmentation can be explained by residual active calcium and a high calciumrelease stoichiometry (e.g., Parnas et al., 1982; Magleby and Zengel, 1982; Zucker and Lara-Estrella, 1983) . What is unique about calcium diffusion models is that they attempt to predict the magnitude and time course of phasic and residual calcium from a consideration of physical and chemical processes known to regulate calcium in neurons.
A simple one-dimensional model (Zucker and Stockbridge, 1983; Stockbridge and Moore, 1984) predicts accurately the radial distribution of residual calcium after repetitive activity. However, it fails to predict the magnitude and time course of active calcium at transmitter release sites near calcium channel mouths right after action potentials. A more realistic three-dimensional model, in which calcium enters through discrete channels arranged in patterns suggested by ultrastructural observations, is more successful in predicting some characteristics of synaptic transmission. In particular, the three-dimensional model predicts that posttetanic residual calcium remains a fraction of the peak active calcium in a single spike. It yields reasonable levels of tetanic facilitation in frog and squid with a calcium-release stoichiometry of 4 or 5, consistent with experimental estimates. Such a degree of calcium cooperativity generates too much tetanic facilitation in the one-dimensional model. One surprising result is that with a realistic choice of calcium extrusion rate, calcium channels had to be clustered into separated active zones to keep residual calcium from accumulating too heavily near calcium channels. This may be why the synaptic machinery is clustered in this fashion.
Another difference between one-and three-dimensional models is that the latter predicts peak active calcium levels of >30 ,uM in late tetanic spikes in the squid, while the former predicts active calcium levels of only 3 ,uM. This has important implications for the sensitivity of the release machinery to calcium concentration. It might appear that an increase of active calcium of nearly 1,000 times from its resting level of -50 nM might reduce the driving force on calcium sufficiently to retard the calcium influx in late tetanic spikes. However, application of constant field theory to calcium channels indicates that the calcium current will be reduced by only 0.03% by this elevation of calcium near channel mouths.
Our simulations are not very stiff, in that fourfold changes in parameters such as buffer binding ratio, calcium pump rate, channel number or density, or distance of release sites from channel mouths affect quantitatively but not qualitatively the time courses and magnitudes of calcium accumulation, phasic transmission, and facilitation. With parameter values chosen to be consistent as much as possible with direct experimental measurements, the simulations resemble remarkably closely the dynamic properties of synaptic transmission at highly facilitating synapses, such as frog neuromuscular junctions.
Limitations of the Model
The fit to experiment is not perfect, however. For example, the slowest component of facilitation (augmentation) decayed with a time constant of 2.8 s, compared to a typically observed time constant of 7 s (Magleby and Zengel, 1976) . Reducing the pump rate, or increasing the binding ratio, increases this time constant in our simulations, but then the predicted magnitude of augmentation is too high. The early component of facilitation in frog, measured beginning -5 ms after an action potential (the typical absolute refractory period), was -12 ms in our simulations, compared with an average of 35 ms observed experimentally. Finally, the tail of residual calcium shortly after a tetanus, although sufficient to account for facilitation, predicts a, large increase in frequency of spontaneously released quanta of transmitter. This predicted increase in miniature postsynaptic potential frequency is observed at crayfish neuromuscular junctions (Zucker and Lara-Estrella, 1983) , but not at those of frog (Zengel and Magleby, 1981) .
Several other qualities of synaptic transmission are not explained by our model: (a) The time course of transmitter release has a high Qlo (Charlton and Atwood, 1979) . At least at low temperature, it is clearly not a diffusion-limited process. Perhaps the dynamics of exocytosis determine the time course of transmitter release. We make no attempt to represent these dynamics in our model, nor to account for the form of the time course of phasic release and its synaptic delay. (b) We do not treat effects of changing external calcium, magnesium, and temperature on phasic release and facilitation. Such effects could be due to influences on various processes (exocytotic machinery, calcium buffering, calcium extrusion, transmitter mobilization, etc.). Little information is available to choose between the alternatives, so their incorporation into our model is premature. (c) The evidence for a specific role of presynaptic membrane potential in regulating transmitter release Dudel et al., 1983 ) is treated critically in two separate publications (Zucker and Lando, 1986; Zucker and Fogelson, 1986) . No such role is included in the present model.
These imperfections are proof that the model is not a complete and totally accurate representation of the processes controlling transmitter release. Many simplifying assumptions are certainly incorrect: uniform, nonsaturating, and instantly equilibrating calcium buffering, linear nonsaturable extrusion only at front and back surfaces, no internal uptake of calcium, and a simple nonsaturating power-law relation between calcium and transmitter release. The model includes no provision to account for synaptic depression, such as a limited, but refillable, releasable transmitter store. And there was no attempt to account for tetanic and posttetanic potentiation, which appear to depend on the presynaptic entry and accumulation of sodium ions (Rahamimoff et al., 1980) . Possible effects of internal membrane surface charge on submembrane calcium concentration were also ignored. Thus, the present three-dimensional model must be regarded as only one step toward understanding some of the physical processes that determine some of the properties of transmitter release, and, in particular, an improvement over the onedimensional model used heretofore.
One characteristic of our model is that the same calcium channels are assumed to open in successive impulses. Since channel activation is a stochastic process, and there appear to be many more submembrane particles or available calcium channels than open channels, this is an unrealistic assumption. This turns out not to matter, however, since by the time of a subsequent action potential the submembrane residual calcium has fully equilibrated throughout an active zone, so it makes no difference where in the active zone the next channels to open are located.
One serious limitation to our analytic solution of the diffusion equation in three dimensions is that it relies on linear solution methods. Thus, we cannot incorporate the effects of saturable extrusion and buffering, as we could in the one-dimensional model solved by numerical approximation methods. The inability to treat saturable and noninstantaneous buffers is particularly disappointing, because even a low-affinity, high-capacity buffer is likely to be saturated near calcium channel mouths, where the local increase in total (bound plus free) calcium is -1 mM.
It is worth considering the probable consequences of such local buffer saturation: (a) If calcium buffers saturate near calcium channels, the local peak free calcium concentration will be even higher, whereas residual calcium will be unaffected (as shown by our simulations with the one-dimensional model). Consequently, facilitation will be reduced. This effect may be compensated by adjustment of the buffer ratio (p3) or the pump rate (P). (b) A saturated buffer does not retard diffusion, so initial diffusion of calcium away from channel mouths will be even faster than in our simulations, until local calcium drops to levels below the buffer capacity. This makes the initial decay of active calcium, and phasic transmitter release, even faster. (c) In our simulations, raising a slowed facilitation but prolonged posttetanic time course of release. If calcium channels are surrounded by a particularly high buffer concentration (local high p3), which is saturable, the rapid decay of calcium in a spike (above saturation levels) will be preserved, while the early component of facilitation will be slowed (due to higher ,B). This may be the reason why the decay of facilitation was too fast at early times in our simulations of frog neuromuscular junction. (d) Finally, a saturable buffer has implications for free calcium measurements using arsenazo. The diffusion of calcium from locally saturated to unsaturated buffer regions away from channel mouths will be accompanied by a rapid drop in total free presynaptic calcium (see Connor and Nikolakopoulou, 1982) . However, it is unlikely that arsenazo will report this calcium spike accurately. The relaxation time constant for the reaction of arsenazo with calcium has been variously estimated as 2.5-30 ms Ogawa et al., 1980; Dorogi et al., 1983) . Unfortunately, none of these measurements were made under conditions of arsenazo concentration, ionic strength, magnesium concentration, or calcium buffering that prevail in cytoplasm, so the association and dissociation rates for calciumarsenazo complexes may be substantially different under physiological conditions. Nevertheless, on present evidence one would expect arsenazo to respond to a true step in total free calcium (case of nonsaturable buffer) with an absorbance change that rises to a plateau in perhaps 10 ms. On the other hand, a spike of free calcium near channel mouths, arising from local buffer saturation, and lasting only -1 ms, would be like an impulse so far as arsenazo is concerned, and would result in a step increase in absorbance decaying in -10 ms. If there is a calcium concentration spike superimposed on a step, such as would occur with a saturable buffer, the signal's rising phase in response to the step might cancel the falling phase responding to the impulse, resulting in something like the plateau response observed (Charlton et al., 1982) . In other words, the situation most consistent with arsenazo's reaction kinetics and the observed response is a spike in free calcium such as would occur with local calcium buffer saturation in the immediate region of calcium channel mouths. These considerations emphasize the primitive nature of both the present simulations and our ability to measure changes in presynaptic calcium affecting transmitter release. 
